
Pitch Count for SCLL 2018 
 
 Please review the 2018 SCLL Local Rules for pitch count information for each division.  Be 
aware that SCLL is more restrictive than LLB and know your counts! Refer to LLI Regulation VI(c) 
and SCLL Regulation VI(c). 
 
League Age Daily Max (pitches in Game) Required Rest (pitchers)        

  

0 Days 1 Day 2 Days 3 Days 4 Days 
7-8 35 1-20 21-35 N/A N/A N/A 

9-10 50 1-20 21-35 36-50 N/A N/A 
*11-12 Before and on March 25, 2018: 9-10 rules shall be followed. After that date – follow rules 

below 
11-12 85 1-20 21-35 36-50 51-65 66+ 
13-14 95 1-20 21-35 36-50 51-65 66+ 

**No pitching in a game is allowed on a “calendar day of rest”.  As an example, when 3 calendar 
days of rest are required, the player may not pitch in a game until the fourth calendar day. 
 
 
Other rules: 

 A pitcher may finish a batter, even if it puts him/her over limit.  Pitch count reverts to 
lower threshold for purposes of rest days, etc.  The first pitch to the last batter is used as 
the final pitch count for the pitcher. Refer to LLI Regulation VI(d). 
 

 AAA/Majors/Intermediate: If a pitcher pitches more than 40 pitches in a game they may 
not play catcher. Refer to LLI Regulation VI(c). 

 
 A/AA: If a pitcher pitches more than 30 pitches in a game they may not play catcher on 

that day or following day. If a pitcher pitches more than 20 pitches but fewer than 31 
pitches, they may play catcher that day, but not the following day. Refer to SCLL 
Regulation VI(c). 

 
 Any player who has played the position of catcher for 4 or more innings in a game may 

not pitch that day. (1 pitch to a batter in the 4th inning constitutes a full inning.) Refer to 
LLI Regulation VI(a). 

 

 No pitcher can pitch 3 days in a row. Refer to LLI Regulation VI(d). 
 

 

 


